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DISCLAIMER

This report was,.prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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AN ARC FAULT DETECTION SYSTEM

,
1. Field Of The

The present

10 detecting arcing

circuits, and in

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Invention

invention relates to detection systems for

faults occurring in the electrical

particular, to a detection system for
I

detecting and preventing arcing faults in the electrical

switchboards in ungrounded or high-resistance grounded power
..

‘distribution systems.
.

.

2. ‘ The Prior’Art

An arcing fault in.an electrical switchboard can burn

the switchboard and propagate the arc into adjacent

switchboards

20 These arcing
,.

connections,

or eject hot plasma into,the manned spaces.

faults are caused by dirt, moisture, loose

or the like and are essentially high-impedance

1

phase-to-phase faults’that are not quickly detected by.,
,’

modern day circuit breakers.

The Johns “Hopkins University, Applied Physics

Laboratory has developed an arc fault detection (AFD) system

for detecting and preventing arcing faults in switchboards.

The AFD system~ detects arcing faults within switchboards %i9\”@.,

using-optical and differential pressure sensors

the switchboards. After receiving signals from

.

\

installed in

the optical ‘
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differential pre,ssure sensors, the

systen$ trips open the appropriate

control unit of the

upstream circuit
~9\\@7

breaker. However, it ,ha,sbeen found that in many

switchboards, optical and differential pres’sure sensors

caqnot be installed because of inadequate space, and because

of the presence of ventilating louvers and wide openings for
,.

cable entry. Such ventilating louvers and wide openings for

cable entry can.prevent pressure build-up inside’the

switchboards, making differential ‘pressure sensors”, and ~

hence the AFD systeti, ineffective.
.,

.,

SUMMARY OF

Because of the problems

THE INVENTION

discussed above, the n’eed

exists to prov’ide an arc fault detection system that can be

retroactively fitted to electrical circuits that have

inadequate space internally. A key aspect of the arc fault

detection system is,that it can ,beretrofitted outside an

existing electrical circuit. Such existing electrical

circuits comprise a power source electrically connected to a

switchboard, which is, in turn, electrically connected to at
,.

least one lpad. The arc fault detection system comprises: a -

circu’itb“reaker electrically connected between the power
.

,source and the switchboard; a control power source for a

differential ‘current relay; a source current “transformerf

coupled to the electrical circuit.between the circuit
,

br~aker and the switchboard, a differential current relay

,.

.,
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b’eingelectrically connected to at least one load current

transformer, and to said breaker such that when said,

,differential current relay determines a difference between a

load current in.said electrical connection between saidload

current transformer and said differential current relay, and

,,

10 ‘

20

between a source current in

between said source current

differential current r~lqY,

said electrical connection
..

transformer and said

said differential current relay

opens-said breaker which breaks said electrical connection

between said power source and said switchboard such that no

power from said ’powe”r’supplyis provided to said\

switchboard.

Preferably, the source current transformer, the

differential current relay, and the load current

transformers are connected in parallel.

Advantageou’sly, the differential current relay of the,./’

arc ‘fault detection system further comprises “two restraining

coils serially connected to each other along the top lead

line and an operating coil is connected in paralle,l to the

current transformers between the top and bottom lead lines,

said op~rating coil being disposed between the restraining

coil such that during normal operation, no current flows

through said operating coil, yet when an arc fault occurs
,,

within the existing electrical circuit an operating current

flows through the operating coil so as to actuate the

differential current relay to open the breaker and break
\

(’

the
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electrical connection between the power S-upplyand the .

switchboard. ,

Other features and advantages of the invention will be

set forth in, or apparent, from the following detail
/.

description of the preferred embodiment of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

,The single figure in the drawings ‘is a schematic view

of the.coupling of the arc fault detection. system and the

10 , existing electrical circuit.

The

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

single figure in the drawings illustrates a

switchboard 20 having a plurality of parallel-connected

switches 22 connected in feeder lines FL which electrically

connects power supply 30 to a corresponding plurality of
,

individual” loads denoted loads Ll, L2 ... Ln. - Switchboard

20 could,,of course, be connected to any number or

combination of single phase or three phase loads, although

20 , only load L1 will be discu+sed below as’exemplary. A,.

circuit breaker 32 is connected between switchboard 20 and ‘

power supply 30, and is operatively connected to a

differential current relay, generally denoted 40,forming

part of the fault detection system of the inventor and
. .

described in greater detail below, such that when

differential current ,relay 40 senses a current differential,
,-

,,
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circuit breaker 32 is switched from a closed position to an

open position t“hereby’effectively breaking the electrical

connection between power-supply 30 and

switches 22 and circuit breaker 32 are

passes through switchboard 20 so that

,, to loads-Ll. ..Ln.’
.

through switch,board

load L1. . ,“

By

20

way of example,

switchboard 20. When

closed, a current Is

current is supplied

current Is passing

results in a current IL1 being tO

The alternating current (AC) arc,fault detection system

$0 of the invention, which “isgenerally denoted 38, is,

installable outside switchboard 20 which advantageously

enables the detection system to be retrofitted to many

qircuits having .inade~ate space. .As described in more

detail below, the AC arc_fault detection system 38 is

operatively connected to the standard configuration
.

mentioned above between ‘circuit breaker 32 and switchboard
(

20, and between switchboard 20 and loads,L1.. .Ln.

Considering, the arc fault detection system 38 more

specifically, device 38 includes, as mentioned above, the

20 differential current relay 40 which is electrically,, v
connected to a source current transformer 42 in ,parallel

between a first connector AL and a-second connector BL,of

transformer 42. Source current transformer 42 is disposed

between ~ircuit breaker 32 and switchboard 20 such that any

current Is to

in the second

i’

,,

switchboard

connector.

.,

20 induces a

Differential

-,

secondary current 12

current relay 40 is

. --—----- ..--—..-.,—---...7 --- ,! ,.., . ,- .m:m - -T.-. ,
- +4...”.....,>-----..-— ,—--:-,7 ,-? .- .7,.-. ,. --. . . .. . .
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also

load
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electrically connected in parallel with a

current transformers 44 connected between

aridBL. Differential current relay 40 is also

connected to a control power source ’45 in such

plurality of

connectors AL

electrically
. .

a way that is

typical so that differential current relay 40 can operate as

discussed below.

Differential current relay 40 includes a pair

restraining coils 50 and 52 which are connected in series in I

first conhec$or”AL. Connected in shunt with the junction

10 between the current transformers 42 and 44 is an operating

coil ’56.,In other words, coil 56 is electrically connected,

_to the first connector AL between the restraining coils 50,

52 and electrically connected to the second connector BL.

The current ’transformers 42 and 44 comprise secondary

windings 54 and 55, respectively. Secondary windings 55 are

connected in parallel, and this parallel combination is ~
I,vh+g

connected in ,series with secondary W+W 54. Each current
$

transformer 42,44 has the,same ratio between primary and

secondary windings.

20 “ Under nofial operating conditions, the sum of currents

in the feeder lines FL on the load side must equal the .

current Is in the supply line SL. As

the secondary cur,rents, 110+112+1~= IT

secondary windings 55,of load current

a result, the sum of

induced in the

transformers 44 must

,
equal the secondary current 12 induced in the secondary

windings 54 of supply current transformer 42. Therefore,

.,.

.
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under normal operating conditions,

current 12 flowing from the source

when the secondary

c’urrent transformer 42

,,
-.. —.r~. .. .. .-.-PT.W- ..-, --- . —.- 7-. -- .-> ~ -

into the differential current relay 40 equals the sum
,,

secondary currents IT flowing from the load ,current

transformers 44 into the differential current relay 40, no

current flows through the operating coil 56 (IOP= 12 - IT =

o) . Therefore, ‘circuit breaker 32 remains closed so that

power continues to be supplied to switchboard 20 from power

supply 30.

However, when arcing faults occur in,the switchboard

20”,such as,a high-impedance phase-to-phase fault, on.the/

supply side of the switchboard, the power supply 30 supplies

this fault with current. As a result, the secondary current

Iz induced in the source’current transformer 42 is higher

than the sum of the secondary currents IT induced in the

secondary windings 550f the load current transformers 44.

This.unequal flow of current into the differential current

relay 40 generates a differential current IOP through

operating coil 56 which is sufficient to close contacts in

the trip circuit of circuit breaker 32, opening the circuit

breaker, and thus”rqmbving the Power being suPP+ied to
,.

switchboard 20 from power supPIY 30=,

The differential current relay 40, and its operative

connection to circu’itbreaker 32, can provide a standard

,operative connection such

through operating coil.56,

that when.current IOP flows

this closes contacts in the trip
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circuit of circuit breaker 32 to energize the shunt trip

device of circuit breaker 32 which, in turn, causes rotation

of the tripper bar within circuit breaker 32 opening circuit

“ breaker 32. ‘

of ,course, relay’40’, circuit breaker 32, andior the

operative coupling there between can be of other suitable,

conventional implementation.

It will ‘be appreciated that operation of the

differential- current relay 40 also results if an arcing

,, 10 fault occurs,in switchboard 20 and is fed from both the

power supply’30 and the load L1/ e=g=~ if motors are

connected as load L1. ~In this case, the direction of

currents in the secondary windings 55 of the load current

transformers 44 is o’ppositeto that shown illustrated, but

would still result-in significant current flowjin the

operating coil 56 of the differential current relay 40. As

stated above; a current flow in the operating Goil 56 of the

differential current-relay 40 results in the opening of

upstream circuit breaker 32 to prevent the power being

20 supplied ‘to the arcin,g fault.

Although the present ihvention has been described to,,

specific exemplary embodiments thereof, ‘it will be

understood by those skilled in the art that variations in\

modifications can be affected in these exemplary embodiments

without departing from the scope and spirit of the
,?

invention.

,,

l’.
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ABSTRACT

An arc fault detection system for use onungrounded or

high-resistance-grounded power distribution systems is

provided which can be retrofitted outside electrical

switchboard circuits having limited space constraints. The
..

.. ,
system includes a differential current relay that senses a

current differential between current flowing from secondary

windings located in”a current transformer

10 supply side of a switchboard, and a total

secondary windings coupled to a load side’

coupled to a power

current induced in

of the

switchboard .’ When such a current differential is

experienced, a current travels through a operating coil of

the differential current

upstream circuit breaker

a.power supply to remove

switchboard.
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relay, which in turn,opens an

located between the switchboard and

t,hesupply of power to”the’
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